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BIDEN’S SO-CALLED VACCINE MANDAT
Jobs Doesn’t Exist...It’s All A Mirage

By Patty McMurray (https://100percentfedup.com/author/patti/) | Oct 12, 2021

Americans against the COVID jab are panicking, as the tyrannical Biden regime

with 100 or more employees threaten their workers with taking away their abil

mortgage or put food on their table unless they submit to the jab.
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There’s only one problem with the Biden regime’s so-called mandate—it’s noth

release delivered by a blustering, senile, �gurehead bolstered by the Democrat

mainstream media.

Watch The Video
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Video reveals how you can get in on this major money-making secret.
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There’s been no of�cial position on employers �ring workers over refusal to ge

Trending: MERRICK GARLAND Threat Against Parent’s 1st Amendment Right B

Stunned School Board With $200 Million Lawsuit In Middle of Meeting [VIDEO

(https://100percentfedup.com/merrick-garland-threat-against-parents-1st-a

back�res-dad-serves-stunned-school-board-with-200-million-lawsuit-in-mid

video/)

Congress hasn’t voted on the mandate.

Biden hasn’t signed any executive orders demanding that hard-working Americ

resist the jab.
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Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene tweeted about the scam, calling Biden a “dictator,”

everyone that there is no federal law mandating the vaccines. She wrote, “We n

because it does not exist.” She added, ” There is also no rule under OSHA that a

to be �ned for not mandating vaccines.”

Marjorie Taylor Greene 
@mtgreenee

There is not a federal law mandating vaccines.

We never voted on it because it does not exist.

There is also no rule under OSHA that allows for 
companies to be fined for not mandating vaccines. 

Corporate Communism needs to end now.

Biden is not a dictator.

Jack Posobiec @JackPosobiec
Show me the federal law that says Americans are required to take the 
COVID vaccine. When was it passed? How did each Congressman vote? 
twitter com/Justdrewisme/s
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Scientist and author James Lyons- Weiler tweeted about the OSHA �nal rule:

Word to the wise: The OSHA Final Rule has not been entered in the Federal Reg

employer and you are enforcing vaccine or test mandates, you’re wide open to

lost wages, and psychological distress. It’s a Guidance, meaning it’s non-bindin

twitter.com/Justdrewisme/s…

10:17 PM · Oct 11, 2021

16.5K See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter

Tweet your reply

James Lyons-Weiler
@lifebiomedguru

Word to the wise: The OSHA Final Rule has not been 
entered in the Federal Register.  If you are an employer 
and you are enforcing vaccine or test mandates, you're 
wide open to lawsuits for damages lost wages and
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Joy Pullman of The Federalist (https://thefederalist.com/2021/10/07/joe-bide

doesnt-exist-its-just-a-press-release/) wrote about the scam on October 7-  Y

about Joe Biden’s alleged vaccine mandate for private companies employing 10

was all over the news even before he announced it (https://www.youtube.com

v=CwjV6MDU9E8) on September 9. His announcement has jeopardized the em

(https://time.com/6098752/biden-vaccine-mandate-company-reactions/) of

increased worker shortages in critical domains such as health care.

wide open to lawsuits for damages, lost wages, and 
psychological distress. It's a Guidance, meaning it's non-
binding.
9:28 PM · Oct 11, 2021

3.4K See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter
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There’s only one problem. It’s all a mirage. Biden’s so-called vaccine mandate d

not yet. So far, all we have is his press conference and other such made-for-me

such rule even claiming to be legally binding has been issued yet.

That’s why nearly two dozen Republican attorneys general who have publicly v

opposition to the clearly unconstitutional and illegal mandate haven’t yet �led 

Of�ce of the Indiana Attorney General con�rmed for me. There is no mandate 

And that may be part of the plan.

According to several sources, so far it appears no such mandate has been sent 

Of�ce of Information and Regulatory Affairs yet for approval. The White House

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and the Department of Labor haven’

guidance for the alleged mandate. There is no executive order. There’s nothing

statements.

Despite what you may have been falsely led to believe by the media fantasy pro

press statements have exactly zero legal authority.

“There is nothing there yet that gives employers any mandate,” Stephanie McFa

for the Indiana Occupational Safety and Health Administration, told me Oct. 6.

an announcement on this asking OSHA to do it, but we’ve not yet seen anythin

she also said.

To impose the public perception of a mandate, the Biden administration is follo

rule-making process it also employed earlier this year, called an emergency tem

(ETS). The spring ETS rule (https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus/ets) took nearl

(https://news.bloomberglaw.com/business-and-practice/companies-see-ma

with-biden-vaccine-mandate) to issue. Meanwhile, companies are telling repo

mandates will have at the latest December deadlines. (For those who can’t cale

months after Biden’s non-existent mandate was proclaimed. According to OSH

(https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/standards-development), an ETS takes up t

into effect after the initial mandate is issued in the Federal Register — which, a

proclaimed 100-employee mandate hasn’t happened yet.)
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The National Law Review (https://www.natlawreview.com/article/presiden

19-action-plan-will-your-company-be-required-to-mandate) reports – On 

US President Joe Biden announced a multipronged plan to increase the num

who are vaccinated for COVID-19. In the plan, titled “Path Out of the Pandem

Biden’s COVID-19 Action Plan,” the Biden administration provides for multipl

executive order-based means to encourage or require vaccination in various

settings.

Speci�cally, some form of vaccine mandate will apply for employers with 100

employees; for most Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) regula

settings; and for some federal contractors, as well as all federal executive br

OSHA will develop a rule (known as an emergency temporary standard, or E

require all employers with at least 100 employees to ensure that each memb

is either fully vaccinated or, for those who are not fully vaccinated, require s

produce a negative COVID-19 test result on at least a weekly basis before co

announced, it appears that the impending OSHA ETS will permit employers 

employees to present an option to all workers to either vaccinate or test (wo

able to select either option).

Employers should note that in June 2021, OSHA issued a different ETS impos

COVID-related requirements on solely healthcare industry employers. The a

requiring vaccination or testing has not yet been released as of the time of t

Employers should exercise caution when researching requirements under “t

avoid referencing inapplicable regulations.

Dana Loesch reported about the “unconstitutional” mandate:

The First
@TheFirstonTV

As of right now, there is no federal vaccine mandate, says 
@DLoesch.

Consequently, companies who have pre-complied may be 
in legal trouble, she explains.
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So, if there is NO law or executive order, why are workers being threa

businesses in America with 100 or more workers been duped into forc

employees to accept a COVID jab against their will? Are America’s cor

ignorant that they didn’t even question the validity of the so-called m

release? Or are American corporations so tied to federal funding from

working taxpayers they’re threatening that they are simply going alon

scam to keep COVID relief money �owing into their coffers?

Where’s the mandate for illegal aliens to get a COVID jab? Or is it the Biden reg

in targeting hard-working American citizens?

"...it's not even a law. Biden screwed over all these 
employers."

8:30 PM · Oct 9, 2021

392 See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter

Tweet your reply
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DEEZNUTZ • 2 days ago

• Reply • 10△ ▽

richard40  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> DEEZNUTZ

As long as one thing is clear. No conservative should oppose vountary vaxing, an individual ch

others. Conservatives should only oppose coerced vaxing (from gov or companies), since it vio

anti science is many cases. The worst example, is forcing the already immune to get vaxed, wh

cards, and be counted with the already vaxed, so they dont get vaxed again, since they have th

vaxed person.

 1△ ▽

TrishRan  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> richard40

I agree vaxxing should be strictly voluntary, but if that is the case. there should be no n

 2△ ▽
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Pokee999  • a day ago

• Reply •

> richard40

It's not a safe drug. 

VigiAccess . org 

Type in Covid-19 Vaccine 

Click on Consent button 

Have a look at the 2.2 million reports of injuries (not including deaths). 

Choice, yes. 

Unsafe drugs being pushed on the general public so that some can profiteer and others

"mandates", no.

 1△ ▽

Itguy79  • 12 hours ago

• Reply •

> DEEZNUTZ

Bravo! Just chilling in nature, away from the lipstick pig.

△ ▽

✓Hear That Giant Sucking Sound • 2 days ago

• Reply • 8△ ▽

richard40  • 2 days ago • edited> ✓Hear That Giant Sucking Sound

I agree with this article, with one possible exception. Conservatives should not be anti volunta

individual choice, that is good for many, not good for some. They should only be totally united

either by gov or employers, which violates individual liberty, fpr very questionable benefits. It 

while the science indicates the vax is good for many people. it does not indicate it is good for e

individual choice is so vital since each person knows their own risk vs benefits best adn paren
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• Reply •

individual choice is so vital, since each person knows their own risk vs benefits best, adn paren

knwo what best for their kids. Same with the leftie dem forced masking agenda.

The worst Biden dem fake science insanity, is forcing those with proven existing natural immu

should they not be forced to vax, they should not be getting vaxed at all, since they already hav

just as good or better than the vax provides. So not only should the already immune not be get

getting vax cards, and get counted as being already vaxed. Anybody with natural immunity get

risks of vax side effects, while getting zero benefits for it. Its a leftie fake science power mad di

that Biden and the dems forced vaxing agenda, is totally anti science, is their refusal to count t

already vaxed.

 1△ ▽

Pokee999  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> richard40

VigiAccess . org 

Type in search exactly this way, 

Covid-19 vaccine 

Then click on the button at bottom of form on splash page you agree to terms and cond

Then have a look at the numbers for the 2.2 million plus vaccine injuries for this mRNA

The numbers there don't include deaths, just injuries.  

Eye opener. Good for whom? Safe for whom? 

Follow the $$. 

Choice is important, yes. Absolutely. 

But it's also not a great idea to push that getting injected with this drug may a good cho

doesn't work. It has harmed and killed so many. Millions. 

Please do some research. There are safe and effective prevention measures that will wo

cost and effective cures that are being suppressed. Fauci owns lots of Moderna stock. H

This unsafe, untried, not fully tested drug is not the answer. 

We're reaching natural herd immunity. This drug just isn't needed.

 1△ ▽

richard40  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> Pokee999

So I presume you agree with me in joining the repubs to oppose dem coerced va

goal, since if you dont like the vax, no repub will force you to get it.

△ ▽

Itguy79  • 12 hours ago

• Reply •

> richard40

How about telling both parties that if you don't like what being an American is r

△ ▽

Ripped2X  • a day ago

• Reply •

> richard40

Considering that the vax isn't working that leaves a tremendous amount of people that

△ ▽

richard40  • 19 hours ago • edited> Ripped2X

So be it if they dont want it I dont want to force them to get it their risk they d
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• Reply •

So be it, if they dont want it, I dont want to force them to get it, their risk, they d

risk group, and never had any pat trubles with adverse vax reactions, so I got vo

glad I did. The vax is working, just not as perfectly as initially hoped, and not ne

even imperfect immunity, is better than none at all, unless you are in a very low

But the biggest group that should definitely not get vaxed, and even worse being

who already have natural immunity, from already catching covid. They have all

non of the benefits, since they already have the immunity the vax is supposed to

immunity. In fact, the already immune, should be getting vax cards, and be cou

national stats, to prevent them from getting unnecessarily vaxed again. Plus, to

how much herd immunity we actually have now, which is more than just the va

△ ▽

Drake • 2 days ago • edited

see more

• Reply •

"So, if there is NO law or executive order, why are workers being threatened?"

Answer: "Or are American corporations so tied to federal funding from the same hard-working taxp

they are simply going along with the Biden scam to keep COVID relief money flowing into their coffer

Where’s the mandate for illegal aliens to get a COVID jab?

Answer: Illegal aliens and 'refugees' are more willing do what the govern-ment tells the

basically provide them with a form of welfare that makes their lives here better than wh

citizens as well as legal alien residents that had the means to come legally on their own 

be more dependent on the govern-ment so they're better for population replacement th

citizens and legal aliens including their children.

Or is it the Biden regime only interested in targeting hard-working American citizens?

Answer: Both hard-working Americans and legal alien residents are too much of a thre

They tend to be less reliant on the govern-ment and have a better understanding of thei

them a sense of control giving them power in their lives which the govern-ment wants f

you have the more power you have and illegal aliens including 'refugees' do not have th

d b h h h f h h i i i h h ill h il li

 7△ ▽

richard40  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Drake

In this case, the Biden dems are acting like fascists, rather than Marxists. Let dependent woke

companies, do the fascist dirty work, in response to dem pressure, rather than the gov. Then th

Libertarians, and claim it is a free market, when it is actually a woke corporatist fascist unfree

what the Marxist/fascist dem gov, does not want to do.

 3△ ▽

TrishRan  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> richard40

This is an excellent analysis of democrat operations.
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Ripped2X  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Drake

Kissinger is an evil POS that should have been offed decades ago.

 2△ ▽

JB Shield • 2 days ago

• Reply •

Remember the anti-drug commercials?

Just Say NO

 4△ ▽

purple1960 • 2 days ago

• Reply •

SOOOOOOO,,,,,,, 

JOEMENTIA IS A PAPER TIGER???!!!

 4△ ▽

TrishRan  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> purple1960

I can't imagine Joe is entrusted with even such decisions as what to eat for lunch.

 4△ ▽

TrishRan • 2 days ago

• Reply •

The federal government has been doing this for years with the 2016 CDC Pain Guidelines. Within the

guidelines they state that the 90MME limit is not sufficient to treat all patients' pain. The claim made

officials is that a rise in the number of deaths attributed to opiates means prescription opiates must b

Even before the 2016 guidelines were published, the CDC's own numbers showed that people prescrib

small fraction of so-called opiate deaths. Since 2016, opiate prescriptions declined by 40% but deaths

to rise - mostly attributed to illegal synthetics like fentanyl.

For years now, state medical boards, citing CDC guidelines, have been punishing doctors who treat la

in Washington State & Oregon, which both reduced penalties for non-medical possession of Schedule

misdemeanor ($100-125 fine) are threatening the licenses of doctors who prescribe for long-standing

documented severe pain.

There's guidelines, not a law that can be challenged in court. The guidelines are wielded by appointee

there's no way to get them out by primary, vote, or recall.

The US only autopsies a very small number of people each year. (8.5% at the time the guidelines were

the fact that 2/3 of the 2432 US offices that issue death certificates are run by elected coroners, not M

cause-of-death is legally the cause, autopsy or no. A friend of mine died over the summer, and his cau

symptom he never had (though he had several serious health problems that could have killed him). S

coronary by the coroner during the phone call informing her of his death - no exam of body, scene or 

 4△ ▽

KenyanFBI  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> TrishRan

Every Democrat Fired, deserves it!

 5△ ▽
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TrishRan  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> KenyanFBI

And don't forget the RINOs!

 5△ ▽

richard40  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> TrishRan

Without the leftie dems, the rinos are not a serious problem, in fact some alt rig

problem, than rinos, in causing repub party division, adn helping the dems to w

every leftie dem first, and dont bother with any rinos, other than in repub prim

△ ▽

TrishRan  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> richard40

I think we need to keep an eye on the RINOs because, when the DNC implodes 

recent dem divisions over the so-called infrastructure bill), I expect that a lot of

not form a new party, but instead look at the existing infrastructure of the GOP

uses.

 1△ ▽

Pokee999  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> TrishRan

Absolutely correct. Guidelines are not rules or law. They are advice, not mandates. Yet the me

medical corporate outfits treat them as if they're written in stone. This is a horror for people w

as those who seek diagnosis, testing, and treatment for Lyme disease.

The rest of the U.S. is beginning to see the thinking behind this. Welcome to the world of the p

person who has chronic Lyme disease, which big corporate medicine still refuses to acknowled

CDC recommendations are not mandates. It's very, very important to understand that.

 1△ ▽

ANonnieMouse  • 20 hours ago

• Reply •

> Pokee999

But companies and organizations are treating it as though it's law. My husband will los

he will not take the shot and will not wear a mask - and this employer has IGNORED h

letter. They'll put him on unpaid leave and then fire him - basically making him sit in a

until he learns to behave. SO WHAT CAN WE DO? These tyrants are completely out of

△ ▽

richard40  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> TrishRan

I agree its a big problem. Some crooked docs do write more pain prescriptions to addicts, inste

if they go overboard on that, it interferes with legit pain meds, for patients who really need an

no cancer patient should ever have pain meds restricted, since the cancer is far more likely to k

addition would, and they are definitely in real serious pain. Nor should any person with such s

bedridden, or in a wheel chair, because of it, be denied pain meds.

△ ▽

TrishRan 2 d dit d> i h d40
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TrishRan  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> richard40

The crooked-docs-prescribing-for-criminals storyline is a fever dream cooked up by dr

and examination of businesses for pain doctors, patients and pharmacies are extremely

example: patients are subject to surprise pill counts and surprise urine tests to make su

pills.

Meanwhile, starting in the early 2000s, illicit manufacturers started making lookalike 

prescription pills like oxycontin, but in fact contained other drugs, like fentanyl. How l

prosecutors would have evidence examined to see if the pills are diverted Rx pills as op

Since the CDC published its pain guidelines in 2016, opiate prescriptions have gone do

to prescriptions and methadone have remained stable, while the only category of opiat

deaths reported is illicit synthetics like fentanyl (rising from 8 to 11 per 100,000 popul

consistent problem since the 1940s, when NYC heroin dealers started maximizing thei

the malaria drug quinine, which caused anaphylaxis and Stevens Johnson syndrome - 

closing of airways. Today, illegal opiates are cut with dozens of different substances fro

acetaminophen, many of which also cause anaphylaxis and Stevens Johnson.

 1△ ▽

Pokee999  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> TrishRan

The things put in illegal drugs are awful. The illegal drug trade and manufactur

destroyed many rural U.S. communities.

Think things like Draino added to methamphetamines. The drug and pain cont

big fail. The waste from the illegal meth manufacturing is strewn all over the ro

used to live.

Our drug policies need a huge overhaul.

△ ▽

Pokee999  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> richard40

There aren't a lot of MD's who will over-prescribe these days. I have many friends who

because their MD's at big corporate medical practices refuse to prescribe pain meds. I'v

threaten suicide because of the untreated pain. In my opinion it's a serious breach of m

suffer like that.

Another friend is in such horrible pain that she cannot function at all. Her MD refuses 

using Tylenol, which is completely ineffective at treating chronic spinal nerve pain.

△ ▽

kelcraig • 2 days ago
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• Reply • 3△ ▽

Itguy79 • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

Is there a reason why most are not pointing out the NWO multifaceted approach to global tyranny wi

Reset?"

Everything that's going on is a scam for complete control. Covid, Election Fraud, Economy, Borders, y

 2△ ▽

Tim • 2 days ago

• Reply •

Mirage myass! Executive Order 14043 has my job and retirement as hostages. 35+ years of service to 

go get a shot that can kill or irreversibly handicap me...thats called Tyranny. I say hang the tyrant! Sin

innocent people to death or disability. The Naziis did it in the 1940s and were executed for doing it...t

liberty...death penalty breach.

 2△ ▽

LibertadNoEsGratis • 2 days ago

• Reply •

Xiden thinks he is a king and all the idiots that follow his edict want to be slaves of the government

 2△ ▽

richard40  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> LibertadNoEsGratis

Not just xiden, the entire elected dem party. And they dont want us to be slaves to Biden, if an

following them. They want us to be slaves to the Marxist dem Party line. S to stop them, its no

we must defeat 90% of the dem party, in 22 and 24. As for the admittedly imperfect Trump an

90% of the elected dems, they are all great statesman, even the rinos.

 1△ ▽

John Patriot • 2 days ago
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• Reply •

Censorship Alert!

 2△ ▽

Mitch USA • 2 days ago

• Reply •

"Escape from Freedom" by Fromm  

The thesis is, freedom is a burden, the sheep don't want.

 2△ ▽

johnfored • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

Make no mistake about this; Biden is fully aware of how unconstitutional his mandate is and knows a

be challenged in court!

 1△ ▽

Ripped2X • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

The class action lawsuits need to start today. This will be the fastest way to turn these communist emp

already thrown them under the bus.

Today Biden fully opened both the Canadian & Mexican borders to fully vaccinated sheep.

 1△ ▽

✓Hear That Giant Sucking Sound • a day ago

• Reply • 1△ ▽

Bi Al d
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Big Al • 2 days ago

• Reply •

Every business that complies with dictatorship needs to be boycotted. 

Every person who complies with dictatorship needs to be ostracized for the collaborators that they ar

 1△ ▽

bf • 2 days ago

• Reply • 1△  ▽ 2

richard40  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> bf

In this case they should be, if those private businesses are acting like corporatist fascists. The b

Libertarians, was assuming that anti free market tyranny, could only come from gov. It can als

woke fascist corporations, dg the fascist dirty work, that the Marxist/Fascist dem gov, does no

 3△ ▽

TrishRan  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> richard40

ITA about the naivety of libertarians, and the woke fascist corporations that libertarian

what they are.

△ ▽

Greebo  • 2 days ago> bf

That is what the NAZIS did so the government could control all means of production, yet retai

they could effectively manage the companies It was a smarter way to institute socialism than
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TRENDING ON 100 PERCENT FED UP

(https://100percentfedup.com/hilarious-lets-go-brandon-sneaks-into-live-fo

HILARIOUS! ‘Let’s Go Brandon’ Sneaks Into Live Fox Interview [VIDEO]
(https://100percentfedup.com/hilarious-lets-go-brandon-sneaks-into-
video/)

• Reply •

they could effectively manage the companies. It was a smarter way to institute socialism than 

took the companies away from those who built them, and ran them with political cronies who 

them efficiently.

This is a pre-takeover move.

 2△ ▽

bf  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Greebo

So dramatic.

△ ▽

Greebo  • a day ago

• Reply •

> bf

So truthful.

△ ▽

Itguy79 • an hour ago

• Reply •△ ▽

Lisa Hawks • an hour ago

how does that maggot of a president get away with this crap...people, it is NOT MANDATED, there is
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